ENGLISH

BY SANJEEV RATHORE

25 MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
1. Well, as I was hurrying along, I heard a (a)/ great splash, as though something
had (b)/ fallen in the pool by the fountain.(c)/ no error.(d)

Answer - C
Solution - replace preposition “in” with “into”.

Direction: You have given a bold part in the sentence and options regarding that to
improve the bold part choose the best option.
2. Alex helped the man get the luggage into the trunk and then hurried to assist
Carmen into the car (so the man could touch her).
a) before the man could touch her
b) after the man could touch her
c) because the man could touch her
d) No improvement required.
Answer - A
Solution - correct conjunction to use here is “before” because here is the condition
in the sentence that Alex hurried to assist the carmen before the man could touch
her, while conjunction “so and because” are used for the cause and reason.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
3. He was endowed --------- nature with the most remarkable gifts both of
mind and body.

a) On
b) With
c) By
d) For

Answer - C
Solution - given sentence is in passive voice so preposition “by” will be used, in
active voice verb “endow” is followed by the preposition “with”.

Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
4. During the continuance of the lease Germany (a)/ exercises all the rights of
territorial sovereignty,(b)/ including the right for erect fortifications.(c)/ no
error.(d)
Answer - C
Solution - replace preposition “for” with “to”, “to + V1 (erect)” will be used.

Direction: You have given a bold part in the sentence and options regarding that to
improve the bold part choose the best option.
5. Whatever the case, Mary questioned anything that might indicate discord
(of Carmen and Alex).

a) among Carmen and Alex
b) amongst Carmen and Alex
c) between Carmen and Alex
d) No improvement required.

Answer - C
Solution - preposition “between” is used for two entities, while for more than 2
“among/amongst” is used.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
6. The weak group could fight and lose, or comply with ---------- the strong
group demanded.
a) Whoever
b) Whatever
c) Whomever
d) However
Answer - B
Solution - whatever - at all; of any kind
Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
7. He put his hand to his pocket,(a)/ and was surprised to find the gold (b)/ pieces
wrapped in his mother's letter.(c)/ no error.(d)
Answer - A
Solution - Use “put his hand in his pocket”.

Direction: You have given a bold part in the sentence and options regarding that to
improve the bold part choose the best option.
8. The hot winds (that prevail in) the summer in some of the other colonies are
unknown in Queensland.

a) which prevail through
b) which prevail during
c) that prevail while
d) No improvement required.

Answer - B
Solution - “which/that prevail during (throughout the course or duration)” will be
used.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
9. I always knew when she wished me to bring her something, and I would run
upstairs ------- anywhere else she indicated.
a) Else
b) Or
c) And
d) Either
Answer - B
Solution - Or - It is used to link alternatives.

Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
10. The present Italian mutual benefit societies resemble (a)/ to the ancient
beneficent corporations, of which (b)/ in some respects they may be considered a
continuation.(c)/ no error.(d)

Answer - B
Solution - delete preposition “to” used after the verb “resemble”.

Direction: You have given a bold part in the sentence and options regarding that to
improve the bold part choose the best option.
11. It was going to be nice having (nothing to do else) enjoy their little family
for the next two weeks.
a) nothing to do or
b) nothing to do but
c) nothing to do and
d) No improvement required.
Answer - B
Solution - phrase “nothing to do but” will be used, the conjunction “but”
contradicts the first clause.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
12. We were sadly in the way, but that did not interfere --------- our pleasure
in the least.
a) In

b) To
c) With
d) Of
Answer - C
Solution - interfere in - get involved
Interfere with - disrupt, interrupt.
Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
13. We played games and ate (a)/ dinner below the trees, and we (b)/ found ferns
and wildflowers.(c)/ no error.(d)
Answer - B
Solution - replace preposition - “below (it shows - less than, inferior to)” with
“under (it is used - in, through a position that is below something)”.

Direction: You have given a bold part in the sentence and options regarding that to
improve the bold part choose the best option.
14. Not a single word (he spoke when) she heard that he was no more.
a) he did speak when
b) he spoke when
c) did he speak when
d) No improvement required
Answer- C
Solution- this clause will be in inversion so helping verb “did” will be used before
the subject he.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
15. She will guess the meaning of the new words from their connection --------others which are already intelligible to her.
a) To
b) Of
c) At
d) With
Answer - D
Solution - “Connect to”: often used with things and devices like computers. The
printer is connected to the computer's USB port . But "connect with" : often used
with people.

Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
16.
She asked us that (a)/when we went to (b)/ the market she followed us (c)/no
error.(d)
Answer- A
Solution- In indirect narration we do not use the conjunction “that”, when indirect
speech is the transformation of the direct speech of an interrogative sentence.

Direction: You have given a bold part in the sentence and options regarding that to
improve the bold part choose the best option.
17. Why not (interpret at once and render to) intelligible the common
conception originating in natural science, viz.

a) interpret at once and render of
b) interpret at once and render out
c) interpret at once and render
d) No improvement required

Answer - C
Solution - verb “render” does not follow any preposition.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
18. I suppose everyone asks you, ------- why are you doing it?
a) And
b) reason
c) Suppose
d) But
Answer - D
Solution - Conjunction “but” will be used.
Direction - A sentence is divided into four parts, find out which part contains an
error if no error then choose option D.
19. She was struck by his words, feeling as if the one (a)/ person she relied upon
was not only running on (b)/ her but would chop her into pieces the next time she
saw him.(c)/ no error.(d)
Answer - B
Solution - run out on - leave in the lurch, abandon. So add preposition “out”.

Direction: You have been given a sentence which contains blank space, you have
given four alternatives to fill that blank so choose the right option.
20. The patient would have not taken to the operation theater ---------- the
doctor had come.
a) Unless
b) Until
c) Before
d) After
Answer - B
Solution - use “until” because the sentence is time based not condition based, for
condition “unless” is used and for time “until”.

